Comparative trials on hybrid walking systems for people with paraplegia: an analysis of study methodology
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Abstract

A new orthosis (SEPRIX) which combines user friendliness with low energy cost of walking has been developed and will be subject to a clinical comparison with conventional hip-knee-ankle-foot orthoses. In designing such comparative trials it was considered it may be worthwhile to use previous clinical studies as practical examples. A literature search was conducted in order to select all comparative trials which have studied two walking systems (hip-knee-ankle-foot orthoses) for patients with a complete thoracic lesion. Study population, intervention, study design, outcome measurement and statistical analyses were examined. Statistical power was calculated where possible.

Of 12 selected studies, 7 were simple A-B comparisons, 2 A-B comparisons with a replication, 2 cross-over trials and 1 non-randomised parallel group design, the last of which was considered internally invalid due to severe confounding by indication. All A-B comparisons were considered internally invalid as well, since they have not taken into account that a comparison of two orthoses requires a control for aspecific effects (like test effects) which may cause a difference. Statistical power could only be examined in 4 studies and the highest statistical power achieved in one study was 47%. It is concluded that statistical power was too low to be able to detect differences. Even analysis through interval estimation showed that the estimation of the difference was too imprecise to be useful. Since the majority of the surveyed papers have reported small studies (of only 4-6 patients), it is assumed that lack of statistical power is a more general problem. Three possibilities are discussed in order to enhance statistical power in comparative trials, i.e. multicentre studies, statistical pooling of results and improving the efficiency of study design by means of interrupted time series designs.

Introduction

Various new developments in hybrid systems for patients with paraplegia have been reported in the last few years (Stallard and Major, 1995; Edwards and Bataweel, 1996; Ferrarin and Rabuffetti, 1996; Yang et al., 1996). Beside technological improvements, two categories of clinical research can broadly be distinguished, i.e. comparisons between available clinical systems (like Reciprocating Gait Orthoses - RGO) and clinical trials on new system developments. Reduction in energy cost of locomotion is often a main goal in these reports. However, in the design of a new orthosis (Separable Reciprocator with Intelligent Knee Stabilisation - SEPRIX) the authors acknowledged user friendliness, in addition to energy cost of locomotion, to be an important target. Separability and foldability were suggested in order to improve donning / doffing and transportation respectively (Baardman et al., 1997), whereas upper body load during locomotion can be reduced by aligning an
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orthosis in slight abduction (IJzerman et al., 1997).

The effectiveness of a new walking system should be investigated in order to establish superiority of the system over another. In claiming such effectiveness, in particular when the decisions are complicated (like justification of implant technology) and the differences are small, appropriate methodology is essential (Yusuf et al., 1994; Sykes et al., 1996).

In designing clinical studies on effectiveness of orthoses, previous studies are often used as examples. For instance, the study of Sykes et al. (1996) is, with respect to the methodology, almost similar to the study of Nene and Patrick (1990). However, in designing a study on effectiveness of the new SEPRIX orthosis, some methodological problems were encountered in previously published studies and copying the methodology appears not to be a suitable approach.

The basic issues in the design stage of an experiment are usually categorised into internal validity and external validity. Internal refers to the validity of the inferences drawn in regard to the patients involved in the study and external refers to the validity of the inference in regard to the target population outside the sample (Rothman, 1986). Internal validity is a prerequisite for external validity, but external validity is not always likely to be a consequence of an internally valid study. In addition, statistical conclusion validity concerns whether the differences in the study are due to chance (Cook and Campell, 1979; Wagenaar, 1990; Ottenbacher and Barrett, 1990). In a statistically valid study one presumes that appropriate statistical tests were used and that the study had sufficient statistical power to detect differences (Ottenbacher and Barrett, 1990).

In general, true-experimental designs are considered the most powerful method in showing treatment effectiveness (Ottenbacher, 1995). Although other designs can also be considered as true experimental (Cook and Campell, 1979; Wagenaar, 1990), the randomised controlled trial (RCT) is uniformly accepted as the most appropriate design (Meinert, 1986; Pocock, 1983; Reilly and Findley, 1989; Pollock et al., 1993). Control in this context refers to a comparison of the new therapy with a standard therapy, randomisation refers to random assignment of patients to either a new or a standard therapy (Pocock, 1983). However, RCTs are difficult to conduct (Reilly and Findley, 1989) and, so far, no comparison of walking systems has been a randomised controlled trial. Two reasons can be put forward, i.e. (1) adequate randomisation usually requires sufficient patients in order to achieve baseline comparability of study groups (potential confounders) (Rothman, 1986; Pollock et al., 1993) and (2) if only a limited number of patients can be included, an RCT is not the most efficient design, since 50% of the patients are assigned to a standard orthosis. In contrast, cross-over trials do offer true experimentation but with a maximum statistical power since all patients are assigned to both standard as well as new therapy (Pocock, 1983; Senn, 1993). However, cross-over trials have the disadvantage that a carry-over effect may limit their internal validity.

With respect to the statistical analysis of studies, it is often found that much attention is given to proper statistical testing, but that statistical power is not addressed (Ottenbacher and Barrett, 1990). In addition, the majority of the comparative trials on paraplegic walking systems were not able to demonstrate significant differences between walking devices. Proper interpretation of the p-value (accepting H₀ when p>α and rejecting H₀ if p<α) would then suggest that H₀ (no difference) is true (Barnard, 1990; Salsburg, 1990). However, this interpretation neglects the risk of a type II error (β-level). A type II error occurs if H₀ is accepted falsely or in other words there truly is a difference but the study fails to show it because of lack of statistical power (Altman, 1980; Lachin, 1981; Carpenter, 1993; Ottenbacher, 1995). Studies with lack of statistical power are unable to detect any clinically relevant difference or they provide estimates which are too imprecise to be useful (Carpenter, 1993). Conduct of such trials with a priori knowledge of insufficient statistical power is considered unethical, since patients and other resources are used without having a reasonable chance of drawing correct conclusions (Altman, 1980).

This study aims to support the design of clinical trials on effectiveness of (hybrid) walking systems for patients with paraplegia. A database search was carried out and the relevant literature is summarised with respect to study sample, intervention (walking system and gait...
that a database only partially yields the available publications (Sacks et al., 1987).

Publications were included in the analyses if they had met the following conditions: (1) the comparison should be performed in adult patients suffering from complete thoracic paraplegia, (2) the comparison should comprise hip-knee-ankle-foot orthoses, either with or without electrical stimulation, (3) the trial should report a clinical comparison of two orthoses and (4) the trial should have used relevant clinical outcome measures like oxygen uptake, walking speed or crutch forces.

Summary of relevant study aspects of the selected studies

All selected studies were summarised regarding 5 different aspects, i.e. study sample, type of walking system which is compared, actual study design, outcome assessment and statistical analysis (Table 1).

Table 1. Relevant aspects along which the selected articles are judged. The five aspects include study population, intervention, study design, outcome measures and statistical analysis. Each aspect was judged on one or more criteria which are listed in third column of the table. If applicable, abbreviations to be used in Table 2, are listed in the last column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study aspects</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Description of sample</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study sample</td>
<td>• size</td>
<td>m: male ; f: female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Previous walking experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>C. Standard system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. New system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• orthosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FES application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. Adequate training period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>F. Design type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. Measurement day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. Measurement sequence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome measure</td>
<td>I. Main outcome measures</td>
<td>V\textsubscript{O}\textsubscript{2}: oxygen uptake (ml/min), E\textsubscript{O}\textsubscript{2}: oxygen cost (ml/m), v: walking speed, CFTI: crutch time force intergral, CPF: crutch peak force, SD: standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical analysis</td>
<td>J. Assessment speed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K. Descriptive statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. Inferential statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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With respect to the study sample the relevant baseline characteristics of the included subjects were of particular interest. Articles were judged on the actual sample size, level of lesion, gender, age and walking experience of the subjects included in the study.

The walking system being evaluated in the selected studies could be either a standard (conventional) orthosis or a new system. Four conventional orthoses are investigated frequently, i.e. the Reciprocating Gait Orthosis (RGO), Hip Guidance Orthosis (HGO), Advanced Reciprocating Gait Orthosis (ARGO) and isocentric® Reciprocating Gait Orthosis (iRGO). Three different applications of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) are used, i.e. (1) reciprocal electrical stimulation of quadriceps/hamstrings, (2) electrical stimulation of hamstrings / gluteal muscles on stance side and (3) electrical stimulation of gluteal muscles on stance side.

Judgement of the contents and execution of the gait training is difficult, but was considered adequate if the authors had described an extensive and adequate training schedule for the orthosis gait training, FES muscle conditioning as well as hybrid system gait training.

Judging the actual study design as being either experimental (randomised parallel group design) or quasi-experimental (non-randomised parallel group design) is not adequate as most authors have conducted a within patient comparison (each subject is tested in either of the two walking systems). However, within subject comparisons can be carried out differently. Methodologically most profound is a study which is conducted as a cross-over design. Randomisation of the measurement sequence (either A-B or B-A, which essentially provides a cross-over design) is considered an attempt to improve the internal validity of the A-B design. A simple A-B comparison without randomisation, i.e. all subjects are tested in the same order, is least favourable with respect to internal validity.

Measurement of the performance in either orthosis (outcome assessment) could have been conducted on either one or on separate days (each orthosis on a different day). This is important as the performance in the second orthosis if measured on one day may be affected by either fatigue of the subjects or decreased FES muscle performance. Though measurement of the performance of two walking systems on different days may be superior with respect to fatigue, they are more affected by day to day variation in performance.

Important outcome measures are those which convey information to be used for decision making with respect to the performance of walking. Though arbitrary, important outcome measures are: oxygen uptake (oxygen uptake: $V_O^2$, oxygen cost: $E_O^2$), walking speed (v), or crutch force measures (crutch force time integral: CFTI or crutch peak force: CPF). Assessment of the walking performance could have been performed at either a standardised or a self-selected walking speed.

At least descriptive statistics should have been reported by the authors. The central tendency and the variation of each walking system should have been described as well as the differences between the walking systems. Statistical testing in order to draw inferences was judged with respect to the appropriateness of the tests (dependent/independent group comparisons and parametric/non-parametric) as well as the required statistical assumptions.

Post hoc statistical power calculations

All data with respect to $V_O^2$ and walking speed for each orthosis in each article are summarised including the p-level reported for the difference between the systems. Post hoc statistical power calculations were performed using the statistical program PC-size (Dallal, 1990). As most studies were within-subject comparisons (A-B), statistical power was calculated assuming that the analysis was conducted using a paired t-test. Since this test requires the mean and standard deviation of the differences between orthoses, statistical power could only be calculated if these data were available.

Results

Selected studies

Most studies were identified while using the key-words “orthosis” and “paraplegia” separately. No search strategy could be determined to locate studies on hybrid walking systems for patients with paraplegia specifically. In addition to the papers which were excluded according to the selection criteria, papers were also excluded if they reported a case study (Phillips, 1989; Isakov et al., 1992; Jefferson and Whittle, 1990; Muszkat et al., 1994; Smith
et al., 1997) or if they presented results of a single system with reference to the literature (Gallien et al., 1995; Saitoh et al., 1996; Nene and Patrick, 1989; Nene and Jennings, 1992). The latter articles were excluded because such comparisons are often distorted by many other effects which are more related to subject selection and assessment protocols than to the differences between orthoses. A paper of Stollard and Major (1995) was excluded since a later version of the HGO with stiff hip joints was compared with historical controls, which is also considered inadequate (Pocock, 1983). If two or more publications were found which reported from the same study, only the most recent publication was included. However, two publications from the ARMOR association were included because they reported with a different scope (Thoumie et al., 1995; Beillot et al., 1996). After inclusion, twelve papers were available for evaluation.

Summary of relevant study aspects of the selected studies

All details with respect to study design of the selected papers are given in Table 2.

The papers showed considerable concordance in the size and characteristics of the study population. Between 4 and 6 patients were included in the majority of the studies. Two larger studies comprised 28 and 22 patients respectively (Lotta et al., 1994; Whittle and Cochrane, 1989). Mean age ranges from approximately 23 to 38. The majority of the patients were male. All studies included patients with low as well as high thoracic lesions. Two studies also reported results of patients with incomplete lesions (Sykes et al., 1996; Winchester et al., 1993). There were two common approaches for inclusion of patients. Either new patients were recruited and trained with two new systems (5 studies) or patients with previous walking experience were trained with a new system (6 studies).

Walking systems which are compared in the literature comprise very often the RGO. Only a few papers have been published on HGO, ARGO and iRGO.

Most authors reported extensively on the training schedules used in their study, including the stimulation equipment and parameters settings. Gait training was conducted prior to all measurements in all but one study (Whittle and Cochrane, 1989). They conducted a cross-over trial and the gait training in the second orthosis was performed after the subject had been

Table 2. Summary of the relevant study aspects of the included studies (see Table 1 for explanation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Study sample</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>Statistical analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size gender</td>
<td>age</td>
<td>level</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirokawa et al., 1990</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>34.7 (8.2)</td>
<td>T1-T10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes et al., 1996</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4,1</td>
<td>31.8 (5.3)</td>
<td>C2-T9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrofsky and Smith, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>20-35</td>
<td>T4-T12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoumi et al., 1995</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6,0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>T2-T10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beillot et al., 1996</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>T7-T11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester et al., 1993</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>29.8 (6.1)</td>
<td>T5-T10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittle and Cochrane, 1989</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18,4</td>
<td>33.6 (5.8)</td>
<td>T3-T12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotta et al., 1994</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>23.8 (3.8)</td>
<td>T3-T12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClelland et al., 1987</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10,1</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>T3-T10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nene and Patrick, 1990</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td>27.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>T4-T7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJzerman et al., 1997</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6,0</td>
<td>38.7 (11)</td>
<td>T4-T12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJzerman et al., 1997</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4,1</td>
<td>36.8 (6.0)</td>
<td>T4-T12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 two incomplete paraplegic patients, 2 modified ARGO, 3 replicated before-after trial, 4 mean and SD available from original publication, 5 unequal training among participating centres, 6 crutch peak force estimated from ground reaction force.
assessed in the first orthosis.

The majority of the studies lack detailed information on the study design. Out of twelve studies, only one had performed a (non-randomised) parallel group design (Lotta et al., 1994). Eleven studies reported within subject comparisons. Six studies reported simple A-B comparisons without randomisation of the measurement order (Nene and Patrick, 1990; McClelland et al., 1987; Sykes et al., 1996; Hirokawa et al., 1990; Petrofsky and Smith, 1991; Thoumie et al., 1995). Only Beillot et al. (1996) performed an A-B comparison with randomisation of the measurement order. Two studies reported simple A-B comparisons with a replication (Winchester et al., 1993; IJzerman et al., 1997). Finally, two studies reported a cross-over design (Whittle and Cochrane, 1989; IJzerman et al., 1997).

Four studies, which used a simple A-B comparison, have reported that all measurements took place on the same day (Beillot et al., 1996; Nene and Patrick, 1990; McClelland et al., 1987; Sykes et al., 1996). In three of them, the (conventional) orthosis without FES was always measured as the first system.

All authors included a resting period in between the measurements. Three simple A-B comparisons did not provide information on the measurement sequence and whether assessments were performed on different occasions (Hirokawa et al., 1990; Petrofsky and Smith, 1991; Thoumie et al., 1995).

Two authors conducted a study with a replication of the simple A-B comparison (Winchester et al., 1993; IJzerman et al., 1997). Winchester et al. (1993) measured both orthoses twice on 2 separate days and has randomised the measurement order. IJzerman et al. (1997) has measured both orthoses twice on four separate days according to a BABA sequence.

Oxygen uptake (\(V_{O_2} \text{ ml.min}^{-1}\)) and oxygen cost (\(E_{O_2} \text{ ml.m}^{-1}\)) were reported as *outcome measures* in eight studies. Self-selected walking speed is presented by all but three authors. Crutch forces were measured in four studies. Conversion of oxygen uptake (\(\text{ml.min}^{-1} \cdot \text{kg}^{-1}\)) to energy uptake equivalents (\(\text{J.min}^{-1} \cdot \text{kg}^{-1}\)) was performed by four authors (Hirokawa et al., 1990; Nene and Patrick, 1990; Beillot et al., 1996; Sykes et al., 1996).

Three studies performed the measurements at a standardised walking speed imposed by means of a metronome (Hirokawa et al., 1990; Petrofsky and Smith, 1991; Beillot et al., 1996). All other studies have measured walking performance at a self-selected speed.

The majority of the authors have used some *statistical test* in order to conclude whether differences can be considered significant. Most tests include parametric or non-parametric paired tests and the results are reported in terms of p-values. Two publications have used confidence intervals (IJzerman et al., 1997; IJzerman et al., 1997). None of the authors has determined the actual statistical power of their study if a test failed to show significance.

Table 3 presents the actual data and the differences between the orthoses which were compared in the selected study including the results of the statistical tests.

*Post hoc* statistical power analysis was performed if the study revealed non significant results. *Post hoc* statistical power calculations in a within subject comparison (A-B) can only be calculated accurately if the mean and standard deviation of the differences are available. Since only four authors presented a standard deviation of the differences, statistical power analysis could only be conducted for those particular studies. *Post hoc* statistical power analysis showed that statistical power was only between 9% and 47% (Table 3).

Based on the actual data for these 4 studies in Table 3 it is possible to calculate a statistical power curve in which the statistical power can be estimated if the sample size is increased. Figure 1a and Figure 1b present the statistical power curve with (theoretical) increase in statistical power as a function of the sample size while using the data from the 4 studies in Table 3. Assuming that a statistical power of approximately 80% is acceptable, it can be concluded that the minimum number of subjects to be included in the comparative trial of Sykes et al. (1996) is 10.

### Discussion

Internal validity, statistical conclusion validity and external validity are considered to be the important aspects of study design. In the remaining part of this paper, each of these items will be discussed with reference to the literature which is surveyed in the previous section.
Table 3. Summary of the results for main outcome measures oxygen uptake ($V_{O2}$) and walking speed (v). Actual statistical power is reported in the last column if mean difference ($\delta$) and standard deviation (o) of the differences were available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard orthosis</th>
<th>New orthosis</th>
<th>Difference in $V_{O2}$ ($\delta$(o)/p-value)</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Standard orthosis</th>
<th>New orthosis</th>
<th>Difference in v ($\delta$(o)/p-value)</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hirokawa et al., 1990</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes et al., 1996</td>
<td>2.32 (0.83)</td>
<td>2.57 (0.67)</td>
<td>-0.25 (0.24) / p&lt;0.08</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>0.225 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.247 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.022 (0.02) / p&lt;0.07</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrofsky and Smith, 1991</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoumi et al., 1995</td>
<td>0.73 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.16)</td>
<td>-0.13 (?)/ NS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.21 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.01 (?) / NS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beillot et al., 1996</td>
<td>14.2 (1.8)</td>
<td>13.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.2 (?) / NS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.211 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.225 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.014 (?) / NS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester et al., 1993</td>
<td>618 (?)</td>
<td>593 (?)</td>
<td>25 (?) / NS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.24 (?)</td>
<td>0.23 (?)</td>
<td>0.01 (?) / NS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittle and Cochrane, 1989</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1. RGO: 0.243 (0.09)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotta et al., 1994</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2. HGO: 0.119(0.14)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClelland et al., 1987</td>
<td>0.259 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.250 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.17) / p&lt;0.31^1</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15.5 (4.24)</td>
<td>18.1 (4.49)</td>
<td>-2.55 (0.91) / p&lt;0.55^1</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nene and Patrick, 1990</td>
<td>18.0 (3.2)</td>
<td>17.2 (3.1)</td>
<td>0.8 (1.1) / [-0.36, 1.96]^1</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>0.233 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.007 (0.02) / p&lt;0.53^1</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJzerman et al., 1997^a</td>
<td>16.9 (3.6)</td>
<td>17.9 (3.2)</td>
<td>-1.0 (2.51) / [-4.1, 2.14]^1</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0.246 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.274 (0.1)</td>
<td>-0.028 (0.03) / [-0.06, 0.005]^1</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^1 Confidence intervals as presented in IJzerman et al., 1997^a and 1997^b were trasformed to absolute data rather than the relative difference with respect to ARGO. ^2 Significance calculated using presented data and paired t-test.
Fig. 1. (a) Statistical power of four studies (see Table 4 for actual statistical power) to detect a difference in \( V_{\text{O}_2} \) between two walking systems. The statistical power curve represents the theoretical increase in statistical power as a function of the sample size. The statistical power is calculated with the data of the indicated study and does not provide insight into the statistical power of a new trial. The data of Nene and Patrick (1990) and Sykes et al. (1996) were expressed in \( J, \text{min}^{-1}.\text{kg}^{-1} \). These data were converted using the correction factor as presented in their articles.

Fig. 1. (b) Statistical power curves calculated using the data of walking speed in four comparative studies. See for further explanation the text and the legends of Figure 1a.
Internal validity

Eleven (11) out of 12 studies were within patient comparisons, and one study was a between patient comparison. One major issue in judging the internal validity of parallel group trials is the baseline comparability of study groups (Meinert, 1986; Feinstein, 1985). Using randomisation an attempt is made in order to obtain baseline comparability with respect to relevant prognostic factors. However, Lotta et al. (1994) have not conducted a randomised controlled trial and baseline incomparability is present in their study. They allowed each of the participating centres to define their own selection criteria for each of the orthoses and subsequently, each centre executed their own training. As a result, HGO walkers (selected in only one centre) underwent less gait training than other patients in competing systems. Although Lotta et al. (1994) have noted that their data were not reliable, it must additionally be concluded that this comparative trial between HGO, RGO and ARGO to be internally invalid.

In judging the internal validity of a clinical trial, the trial should have acknowledged that there are specific and aspecific parts of a treatment, i.e. difference between orthoses. A control group provides a means with which the aspecific parts of the difference can be assessed. Any clinical trial which is conducted without such a control group is considered internally invalid beforehand, as the actual difference in the study between orthoses may be caused by various aspecific factors.

Aspecific effects which may be present in an A-B comparison of two orthoses are measurement errors, test-effects, history effects and regression to the mean (Cook and Campbell, 1979). Test effects comprise all differences which are caused by repeated use of the same testing procedures (Cook and Campbell, 1979). History effects are aspecific effects, caused in the period preceding the second measurement. For instance, if training in a new orthosis is conducted in between measurements, the difference can be partly explained by the level of experience with walking in general.

In a repeated measurement, a coincidental extreme (high or low) value in the first (“A”) measurement is likely to be followed (“B” assessment) by a value closer to the mean. The magnitude of this regression to the mean depends on the reproducibility of the test-retest differences (Feinstein, 1985; Cook and Campbell, 1979).

Since the seven publications which have used a simple before-after comparison did not consider the need to control for these aspecific effects which may cause a difference, they lack internal validity. The observed differences comprise specific as well as aspecific parts.

Randomisation of the measurement sequence as performed by Winchester et al. (1993) and Beillot et al. (1996) might be a solution to average out the aspecific effects. However, if randomisation of the phase order is proposed, it is more appropriate to conduct a cross-over trial which essentially offers all possibilities to control and adjust systematic differences (period-effects) and thus enhances internal validity (Senn, 1993; Pocock, 1983).

Statistical conclusion validity

Statistical power

Only two studies have reported statistically significant results. Petrofsky and Smith (1991) reported a significant decrease in \( V_{O2} \) (normalised for walking distance) during the 1 mile walking test (\( p<0.01 \)) but, except for a graph, they have not presented an average effect size. Lotta et al. (1994) presented significant differences between RGO - HGO and ARGO - HGO, but it is argued in a previous section that this study was internally invalid due to confounding by indication. Further analysis of the data of McClelland et al. (1987) showed a significant increase in walking speed in the hybrid Hip Guidance Orthosis.

Interpretation of the p-values of the other studies included in this survey implies that there is no statistical evidence of a difference. Statistical power (1 - \( \beta \)) could only be calculated in 4 "negative" trials and appeared to be between 10 and 50%. Although actual statistical power could not be calculated for the other trials, it is expected that, with the small differences in those studies, the statistical power will not exceed 50%. Assuming that statistical power should be between 80 and 90% (Lachin, 1981; Dupont and Plummer, 1990; Carpenter, 1993), it is evident that all comparative trials lack statistical power and have an unacceptably high risk of type II errors.

Interval estimation

A number of authors have acknowledged that p-values are often erroneously interpreted as evidence of a difference, but that they do not
give insight into the effect size which may be clinically relevant. (Altman and Bland, 1995; Carpenter, 1993; Barnard, 1990; Freeman, 1993; Rothman, 1986; Bulpitt, 1987). Instead, estimation of effect sizes by means of confidence intervals are favoured since they convey a summary of the original data in original units of measurement (Gardner and Altman, 1986; Rothman, 1986; Borenstein; 1994; Smith and Bates, 1992; Bulpitt, 1987).

Interval estimation has been recommended to enhance the interpretation of statistically non-significant trials in particular (Smith and Bates, 1992; Borenstein, 1994). Whereas calculation of statistical power in such “negative” trials can sometimes be misleading, a confidence interval conveys more information required to conclude whether there was sufficient statistical power to detect clinically relevant differences (Smith and Bates, 1992).

Figures 2a and 2b display 95% confidence intervals for the difference in $V_{\text{O}2}$ and walking speed between two walking systems (see Table 3 for the actual data). A proper interpretation of this 95% CI is that out of 100 replicated studies, 95 will find a mean difference within this interval (Bulpitt, 1987).

The 95% CI for the mean difference in $V_{\text{O}2}$ in the study of IJzerman et al. (1997) suggests that $V_{\text{O}2}$ is higher in the orthosis without reciprocal cable (95% CI [-2, 11%]). Though this study had insufficient statistical power (31%), it is concluded that this confidence interval provides sufficient information in order to conclude that no clinically relevant differences in favour of the orthosis without reciprocal cable can be expected. This clinically relevant difference was set at 20% in this study, since removing such reciprocal cable linkage results in a highly uncomfortable standing posture.

Sykes et al. (1996) found an increased walking speed in the RGO+FES of 10% on average (95% CI [-21%, 1%]). Replication of this study in a different group of patients may result in either a clinically relevant (-21%) or a difference which is negligible (1%). The same interpretation holds for the confidence intervals in most other studies. In these studies, more precision is required in order to conclude meaningful differences.

**External validity**

Two aspects are relevant in judging the external validity of a study, i.e. the target population of which the study population is selected and the selection criteria which are applied in order to obtain the actual study population.

In clinical studies on walking systems for people with paraplegia, the target population is considered to be “all people with paraplegia who may be appointed for prescription of a walking system”.

Five studies have included patients who had no previous walking experience (Hirokawa et al., 1990; Thoumie et al., 1995; Beillot et al., 1996; Whittle and Cochrane, 1989; Lotta et al., 1994) and the other six studies (Sykes et al., 1996; Winchester et al., 1993; McClelland et al., 1987; Nene and Patrick, 1990; IJzerman et al., 1997; IJzerman et al., 1997) have included subjects who already had experience with walking. Whereas the study population of the first five studies may be a representative sample of the previously defined target population, the study population of the latter six studies is in no case a representative sample. People who already have experience with walking and agree to participate in a new clinical trial are very motivated and do not represent the target population. As a consequence, external validity of at least the latter six studies is limited.

In order to obtain an internally valid study with sufficient precision, the study population is often restricted to a homogeneous population which is most likely to benefit from the orthosis. It is often not clear which selection criteria are applied to the study population. This may be explained by the fact that there are very few subjects available and that the use of narrow selection criteria will diminish the actual study population to zero.

For instance, all surveyed studies have included patients with low (T10-T12) and high thoracic lesions (T1-T4) and none of the studies has used level of lesion as an inclusion criterion. This means that the study sample of the studies is heterogeneous. IJzerman et al. (1997) reported a study in which level of lesion caused heterogeneity of effects. Two patients with low lesions had considerably lower walking speeds in the orthosis without reciprocating cable linkage, whereas four patients with T9-T12 lesions walked faster in that orthosis. Such heterogeneity in effect results in low statistical power if group analysis is performed. However, sub-group analysis is often not feasible, as the limited number of patients per sub-group
Fig. 2. (a) Estimation of difference in $V_{O_2}$ between two walking systems by means of 95% confidence intervals. The confidence intervals are calculated with the data as given in the indicated study. Confidence interval in expressed as absolute difference (x-axis). Relative differences with respect to the standard orthosis are presented on top of each interval. The data of Nene and Patrick (1990) and Sykes et al. (1996) were expressed in J.min$^{-1}$kg$^{-1}$. These data were converted using the correction factor as presented in their articles.

Fig. 2. (b) Estimation of difference in walking speed between two walking systems by means of 95% confidence intervals. See for further explanation the text and the caption of Figure 2a.
reduces statistical power. In general, restriction of the study population to a homogeneous group will enhance study efficiency, provided that sufficient patients can be included (Kleinbaum et al., 1988; Pocock, 1983; Meinert, 1986).

One argument against restrictive selection is that it may prevent generalisation of the results to the target population (Bailey, 1994; Cook and Campbell, 1979). However, lack of generalisation in studies with a very narrow population is not always a problem. It might well be possible to generalise results achieved in a small sub-group to a target population if a plausible explanation can be given (Davis, 1994). For instance, Lehman and Stonebridge (1978) have concluded that an intelligent knee unlocking system will not be viable during paraplegic walking because of the low walking speed. Though the patients in that particular study had low level lesions, the results may also be generalised to high level paraplegics, since their walking speed is, in general, lower.

Conclusions and recommendations

Most of the studies which were included in this survey have conducted a simple within subject comparison without randomisation of the order. These designs are considered internally invalid as they do not provide the possibility to control for aspecific treatment effects. Randomisation of the measurement order, which ultimately provides a cross-over design, is considered essential in order to improve the internal validity as the aspecific effects (period-effects) can be controlled.

All studies lack statistical power due to the small sample sizes and the heterogeneity of the study population. While interval estimation may improve interpretation of (statistically) negative trials, it appeared that there still was insufficient precision to conclude whether the differences were clinically relevant. Two recommendations can be put forward, viz. include more patients and apply relevant inclusion and exclusion criteria in order to obtain a more homogeneous study sample. Though restriction of the study population prevents generalisation, it is far more important to conduct a trial which is internally valid and provides precise estimates of the differences.

Different alternatives can be advocated if it appears impossible to include more patients, including multi-centre trials, statistical pooling of different small studies (i.e. meta-analysis) and other methodological approaches.

Though different methodological approaches should not be considered as a first choice, interrupted time series may offer some advantages. In an interrupted time series, which is essentially an extension of the AB/BA cross-over design, one obtains more statistical power because repeated measurements of the same subject are included in the analysis (Wagenaar, 1990). Moreover, because the analysis is performed on a single subject, heterogeneity of the study population is no longer affecting the statistical power.
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